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J. ADAMS. 
AN ORATIO N .. 
DunrNG the half century last past. much has been 
written on the causes of the numbers, wealth, powcJ·, 
and other r esources which are usually supposed to con-
stitute National prosperity. During this time, ancient 
principles have been examined anew, and antiquated 
maxims have been tested by the light of modern theory 
and more enlarged experience. I t has equally been a 
period of scientific and of political revolutioo;-and if 
we ha,·e not found aU the innovations, which h:wc been 
introduced, to he, in the end, improYem:·nts; still no 
smal1 good has been accomplished. If we have ft·c-
quently been destined in t he result, to feel the pain of dis-
appointment, we have sometimes felt the encouraging in-
fluence imparted by !'uccess. By the w1·iters J•efcrt·cd to, 
we have been instructed, in what respects, anrl in what. 
degree, commerce may be advantageouc;ly restricted. 
and how far it .IT'ay best be )eft free; in · wllat relations 
agr iculture, commerce and manuf.tctures stand to ea~h 
other , and how far and in what \.vays, they ought to l)C 
respectively encouraged . The standard of value in a_ 
count1·y, the clements of price, private and public rC 
Ycnuc auJ expenditure, the l>alance of tmdc, the ma."t 
profitable employment of capital, the theory' and p1':1<'-
tic<> of banking. the policy of interet'! Jaw!' nn~l cnltmi'a~. 
es€ablishment.-;, the expediency of making legal provision 
for the poor, and tht. efft-ct of monopolizing companies 
on the general interest, have been laboriously investiga-
ted in reference to theit· effect on national prosperity. 
The policy of governmental interference and encour-
agement, has not been omitted in the careful industry 
which this clal>s of writers have expended on their sub-
ject. Moreovet·, the·' have not neglected to inform us 
what classes of labourers at·e productive and what are 
unproductive; as also. the exact degt·ee of merit, which, 
in this r espect, each of these classes is entitled to claim. 
~rhc vexed question of taxation ft·om which so many 
modcPn revolutions have sprung, has been discussed in 
all its bearings, and in all its exciting aspects and rela-
tions. We have been taught that the merit of govern-
ment consists much more in abstaining from doing evil, 
than in attempting to accomplish any positive good. On 
these, and the mrious kindred topics constituting the 
modern science of political economy, a multitude of 
treatises have been written:-a science which, almost 
more than an} other, has attracted public attention of 
late years, under the bt-licf that it embraces the most 
~eondite d~mentsof' national resources and happiness. 
In p erusing the works and examining the principles of 
tuis elass ot' \H'ilct·s, I have been frequently surprised, 
that they have ascribed national prosperity so much to 
_physical, and so little to moral causes. Assuredly, the 
state of education in a country, the general diffusion of 
fluowlcdge, the state of the arts, sciences and literature, 
1•eiinemcnt of manners and other social improvements, 
w.ise and salutary laws, the standat•d of public and pri-
~ate n.lorals, civil and rel igious ft·eedom, a just and well 
',cegulatcd government, war and peace, social and benev-
olen.t institutions, and the t5coeral pt·eva.lenc<' of soun<l 
1·eligious principles, must be at least as influential in pro-
moting national prosperity, as a propitious climate, min-
eral riches, a soil fruitful in valuable productions. and 
the other physical causes to which the welfare of nations 
is more commonly ascribed. The physical advantages 
of Spain are superior to those of Great B_ritain; yet in 
respect to the prosperity which these countries respect-
ively enjoy, they must be contrasted rather than compa-
red. The physical condition of Italy has not chaoged 
since the time of the Romans; yet how unlike are the 
modern Italians, to those ancient conquerors who were 
nourished by the same soil. Physically considered, the 
north of Africa is not inferior to the south of E\lrope; 
yet, for the last thousand years, it has been the chosen 
abode of barbarism. Holland has every physical disad-
vantage with which it has pleased a wise Providence to 
try the energies of any people on earth; yet few coun-
tries exhibit a population so dense, and at the same time 
so comfortable in their circumstances; so many beautiful 
villages, towns and cities; manufactures so successful, a 
commerce so flourishing, and an agriculture so rich in 
its returns. Greece has not changed in its physical fea-
tures since the time of Pericles, Socrates, Plato, Xcno-
phon, Demosthenes, Aristotle and Epaminondas;-it is 
only in its degenerate race of inhabitants, that it fails of 
its ancient glory· and renown. Palestine, though long 
~ince overspread by ignorance and superstition, still en-
JOys the same beautiful climate, is adorned by the same 
scenery, and is fertilized by the same rivers, as when in 
the ti1ne of the Hebrews, it abounded in corn and wine, 
and flocks and. herds, and flowed with milk and honey,* 
and witne~ed the miracles and predictions of the 
Prophets, the giving of the divine oracles to mankind, 
., Jostm:l "· ~-
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the ~plenUOIII' or the reigns or D:n·id and Solomon: 
the building of the temple and the a<h·cnt of the Mes-
siah. Such comparisons might be multiplied a hun-
dred fold; and if they do not furnish unquestionable 
proof, they raise a very strong presumption, that our 
writers on Political Economy have ascribed the prosperi-
ty of nations too much to physical circumstances and 
causes. 
Full'· impressed with the belief, that on this subject, 
moral ~auses have been too much unnoticed and disre-
garded; I propose to make usc of the occasion furnished 
me by the appointment of this respectable Society;-to 
revie\v the chief of these causes and trace their effects on 
the welfare of nations by the light of reason and history;-
to mark carefully the conclusion to which I may be con-
ducted by this review, illustrating it, at the same time, 
by hlstorical references:-and to advert to the results 
and prospects which this conclusion may authorize us to 
expect and anticipate. 
I. Can any one refuse to nrknowledge the beneficial 
effects of every kind of useful knowledge, of a high 
standard of morals, of cultivated manners, of a wise and 
stable government, and of pure religious principles on 
the welfare of the nations of the earth? Or can any 
one be insensible to their supreme value, in advancing all 
the highest interests of a nation? In truth, are not 
these the most precious of all the blessings which a na-
tion can enjoy, and do they not even constitute the main-
spring of all its subordinate blessings? \Vhatever difl'L-
culty there may be in sustaining these positions, if in 
fact, there be any difliculty, must consist in finding any 
arguments an<! considerations more plain than themseh·ef', 
by which to establish and illustrate them. In what way 
han' a few thou~nds of Englishmen. labouring. too: undct· 
tltc most serious physical disadvantages, ( espcciall y the 
climate) been successful in obtaining dominion and 
Jlreserving this dominion over the numerous millions 
( 120,000,000,) of Eastern India? There can be but one 
ans'"ver; the moral characteristics of Englishmen; the mo-
ral causes to which I have adverted, have ~iven them this 
immense super10r1ty. Lord Bacon's saying, that know-
ledge is power, is equally true of all the mora} attributes 
of nations and individuals. Who can fail to know, that 
the same qualities and the same acquirements, which 
raise an individual to distinction, must confer like dis-
tinction in the case of nations. 
It is not always without use to dwe11 upon a very plain 
and familiar subject;-it may serve to concentrate and 
combine our scattered knowledge, and to give energy 
and purpose to our reflections. To this end, it may be 
well, very b1·iefiy to review the most effiCacious of the 
moral causes which have influenced the condition and 
destiny of nations. 
No one of the~c causes is more salutary in its influ-
ence, than education, and the general diffusion of knowl-
edge among all ranks of a nation. An uneducated peo-
ple must necessarily be without self-respect, without re-
putation, without spirit, without strength, without vir-
tue, and without hope. The idea of rendering educa-
tion universal among all orders of men, was introduce(l 
with the Chrislian religion, and does not appear to have 
been contemplated as possible, by any one of the ancient 
philosophers or statesmen; though they were not unac-
quainted with its meliorating and refining influence on 
the human character. 
I ugcnuas didicis.se, fideliter artes, 
EmoUit mores, nee sin it esse fcros.-OvJD. 
Christianity considers the stated wol'ship of God. aRd in-
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structions in its own principles essential to the welfare 
of every human being, of whatever name, complexion 
or nation he may be;-and therefore the plan of dividing 
every country into parishes, each with its church and 
minister, to secure this universal instruction, was cotem-
porary with its origin, and was intended to be .co~xten­
sive with its promulgation and influence. ~htle 1t ~vas 
struggling for its life amidst the ten persecutions which 
it endured, the execution of this original design was im-
possible; but when it became the prevailing relig~o? of 
the Roman Empire, churches and a stated m1mstry 
were established, first in the cities and great towns, then 
in the villages, and at length in the open country. Sec-
ular learning is essential to the prosperity, if not to the 
very existence of Christianity, and when this c~me to.bc 
perceived, schools were established in connex10n w1th 
the churches. In instituting this connexion, however, 
the secular was held subordinate to the religious instruc-
tion of the parish, and sueh were the impediments of 
the times that this wise, disinterested and patriotic ob-
ject of the Christian clergy, was but very imperfec.tly 
attained. A partial failure, however, in the execution 
of their plan to render religious and secular ed?c~t~on 
universal, does not, under the circumstances, dimtmsh 
the high and exemplary merit of the attempt. 
But universal instruction in knowledge purely human, 
was, as far as is kno\vn to me, first practically contem-
plated and actually carried into e~e?t, when.this coun-
try was colonized from Gre~~ Br1tam. ~ 1t w~s de-
signed to establish commumttes of free c1t1zens~ 1t was 
indispensible, that all the mem' rrs shm~ld receive such 
an education as mightqualify them to dtscharge the du -
ties, assume the l'Csponsihilities: and enjoy the privileges 
of fr~'rmrn. 
~ 
One of the earliest Legislative acts of the colnuy Gl 
.Massachusetts, runs thus:-•'Forasmuch as the good edu-
cation of children is of singular bchoofe and benefit to 
anv commonwealth: it is, therefore. orde1•cd b~· this 
co~rte, that the Selectmen ot' eve1·y towne, shall ha\'(~ u 
\'igilant eye over theire brethren and nci~hb?w·s, _to see 
that none ot'them shall suffer so much barbar1sme m any 
of theire familyes, as not to teach thei1·c children and 
apprentices, so murh learning as may inablc them pet·-
fectly to read the English tongue, and knowledge of the 
capitalllawes.':* The colony of Comtecticut legislated 
on the same subject in 1650, and the object of the act, as 
the pt·camble says, W<.ts, that by makin~ the people ac-
(jUaintcd with the sense of the original srl'iptu t·cs, they 
(the scriptures) might not be clouded by false glosses of 
saint-seeming deceivers, and that learning might not be 
buried in the g1•aves of our forefathel's in church and 
commonwealth. t And as knowledge is one of the main 
springs of enterprise and virtuous energy, what might 
not have been expected from the descen-lants of an an-
cestry, who esteemed education a want of life, as ncccs-
suy as thei1• daily bread? It must be t·emembct·cd too, 
that all the colonies were, for manv yc<ll's, infant commu-
nities, maintaining a struggle C\ eu fo1· thei1· existence•-
hut this day of small things, was still. with them, a dar 
of wise foresight and mature wisdom. and the schools~ 
churcht:s and colleges, which they then established. han· 
proved to their posterity, a mo;·e valua',!c and enduring 
legacy, than they would ha,·e enjo•~d in the inhcritnncc 
of' the mines of Mexico and Peru. 
The same observations and the same cours.; of at·gu-
lUent may he applied with equal confidence, to the cul-
.\r1nal~ of Eclucatiou, for OCluber, 1$33, p. ·131. 
t I l'itl<in's History t'. Srate$. p. 15t:~nl•ll.Xoi(J \ at tl~ ••nil 
·• 
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ti\ ali on of the aJ'ts, both useful and ornamental.* and 
the higher branches of literature and science. We can-
not well expect, indeed, that a time will ever come, when 
men will be univCJ'Sally skilled in the more difficult 
branches of learning, but that a certain number of men 
should be acquainted with all the departments of at·t and 
science, howevet• refmed and abtruse they may be, is in-
dispensable to uational character and advancement. 
\Vho can estimate the beneficial influence which England 
has det•ived, ft·om the scientific labours of Bacon, New-
ton, Boyle and Locke? History furnishes examples of 
men, who have increased many fold the resources of their 
country, by a single discovery or invention. To make 
this manifest, the only difficulty consists in selecting il-
lustrations. How much are we indebted to Arkwright, 
Watt and Fulton? Can we forget, that it is the simple 
invention of the cotton-gin by Whitney,which has poured 
upon us much of the wealth and abundance, which we 
enjoy r Columbus was superior to all his cotemporaries 
in geographical science, and this conducted him to the 
grand di~covet·y of this continent. The Mississippi and 
its bran<'hes ,·icwcd in the light of a great highway, is 
of immense value to the millions who now idtabit, and 
will be of incalculabh: ' ·alue to the hundt'cds of mill-
ion~ who lllll!'t C'Yentually inhabit the inte1·minable plains 
" Lord ha111es iosi~t~, tl11!t the cullivation of a taste in the fino arts is a great 
support to morality, and that a just relish of the beautiful, pn>per, elegant and 
ornamental, in writing or painting, in architecture or gardening. is a good prepa· 
t ion for the same just rcli•h of these qualities in character and beha,•iour.-E/e-
meull of Critici~m. vol. 1. Int. p. 24. In Dr. Franklin's leuer to Lord 
KRmP,, 17th August 1761, he says, " 1 nm convinced of your position, new 
as it woR to me, that a good taste in tho arts contributes to the improvement 
of morals. "-6 J!',·onhlin's Vf'orl;s, ()1. 'fhis sentiment, however, is as 
ancient a~ the time ofPolyb1us, wbo adcribes the barbarism of the <'ynrethean~, 
to a total ueglect of music, owing to the carefu l cultivation of which, the other 
Awad:ans 1vere ren~:1•·kablo for their piety, humanity and hospitality.-Li/J. 
i1·. Ct~p. S. 
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fertilized by its waters. but this ,-alue chiefly spri.ugs 
from the invention of st~am machinery! and the applica-
tion of su<'h machinery to navig:ttion. As late as 1781 , 
Gouverneur Morris, with all hi!' t•tu'e sagacity and fore-
sight did not hesitate to say, that "the navigation of the 
' 1 d. . bl "* Missi~ippi must forever be use css an tmpmctJCa e. · 
No instance can show more strikingly than this, the su-
perlative value of the arts and sc_ien?es to a nation. 
This same Mississippi, this same maJestic Father of wa-
ters is now ascended by more than two hundred steam-
' . boats, the navigation of which, only half a cenllll'Y smce, 
was declared by a most sagacious statesman, to be "use-
less and impracticable." All the ancient nations, which 
were first in peace and first in wm·, were also first in 
arts, sciences and literature. This is seen in the history 
of Egypt, of Greece and of Rome:-it is seen in the 
history of all polished nations. The unexampled suc-
cess of Great Britain in acquiring wealth and dominion, 
has been ascribed to her coal and iron mines~ and it docs 
not ad mit of question, that these arc among the causes 
which have contributed to make her sit as a Queen upon 
ocean, t and to rank foremost among the nations of the 
earth. But of what avail would have been these same 
minet•al riches, as productive as they have in fact been 
made of national resources and strength, if it had not 
been for English art an<l English science. 'Without these, 
they would have been of no more value than they were 
in th~ timl of Cresa1· and Ag1·icola. But why should I 
furthc1· l xhaust ny own strength and your patience in 
illust ., tin;5 a pomt so plain, as that the highest cultiva~ 
tiou of th arts, literatut·e and science is an essential elc-.-
• Life by Sparks, ,·ol. 1. p. 220-6. t " l 'ita Queen, and sbnll see uo sot--
row: "-:->t. Joh1l, Reo. l.l'iii. 7. Shakel'peare cnlJq Britain a "prPri<>D'!' •tMC 
set •n th~ ·~~ "-Rkhard IT. Jld , Sr 1. 
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!lll:JH $!' Hatioual wealth and sh·engtb ? "\\1Jlo is not fa· 
miliar " ith the benefits which they confe1·? ·we see 
them in the majestic ship which conveys us safely ove1· 
the tumulrnous occan,-in the !>tately edifices, public· and 
pph·atc, which adot•n e\'CJ'y country iu which they find a 
dwelling place,-in the exquisite instruments and abtrusc 
calculations, by \\'hich we are made acquainted with the 
displays of ~\]mighty wisdom and goodness, to be seen 
in the hean·ns abo,·c~ in the earth beneath, and in the 
waters undct• the 'lt·th,-in the conveniences and pro-
ducts of skill \\ hic·h gh·e comfort, refinement and ele-
gance to lifc,-in the returns of agricultural skill,-in 
the rewards of commercial enterprise and manufacturing 
industt·y,-and in the imperishable r enown which they 
confer on ever y nation by which they are respected, 
chcJ•ishcd, and honou t•cd. 
A stable go' crnment founded on the principles of free-
dom, and manifesting itself to the citizen in the enact-
ment and administt·ation of wise and salutary laws, is 
~:mother most cfllcacious moral cause of the prosperity of 
Mtions. Thus fat• in the history of mankind, it has, in 
ne instance, been found possible, to maintain public or-
del: and tranquility, to pt•eserve the rights of life, liber-
t~·, estate and •·eputation, without the contJ·olling, super-
~n\ending at·m of government. The problem presented 
.fbt· solution to those who, in any form, are called to the 
.ditlicult undertaking of governing othet·s, is, to s<>cure 
~o l'C<Juisite ohedience, and the g reatest good of the 
§l'eatest number, at the least possible expense of restric-
tion, and especially of punishment; and when punishment 
is necessary, to selec.t that, which of all others, is most 
salutary in its tcndtncy. and otherwise least exceptiona-
ble. That government is most wise in its principles and 
salutary in its <>fleets, which, with the fewest possibTe 
].3 
penalties una restrictions, fulnishcs the g••eatest number 
of encouragements (motives) to good conduct in the citi-
zen. U'nder our institutions, we partially go,·ct•n our-
!-.e]vcs, and mutua11~ aid in governing caeh other:-and 
consequently, our encouragements arc as many. and the 
penalties and restrictions imposed on us, arc- as few, as 
tolight, and as unexceptionable, as our passions and tem-
pers will permit them to be. Who can doubt the effect 
of a wise government on national prosperity and happi -
ness, '\\hen he com pares the present condition of this 
country, with the state of things which existed between 
the close of the revolutionary war and the beginning of 
President Waf>hington's ad ministration? It has been well 
said, that we haYe a government, like the order of Provi-
dence, felt only in the blessings which it confers. ·whose 
person, estate, and character arc not secure \tndcJ• its pro-
tecting arm? Longinus in a passage well known to every 
scholar, has spoken, with the spirit of a freeman, of the 
encouraging, elevating and inspiriting effects of f1•eedom; 
and of the discouraging, dispiriting and deteriorating 
tendtncy of despotism on a nation.* 
The union of liberty with order· is a trcasuJ•e of ines-
timable worth. In this alone, are to be found the sta-
bility of governments, the prosperity of nations, the con-
fidence of men of business, the regular employment of 
husbandmen, the improvement of the arts, and the stea-
dy growth of a people in knowledg~, virtue and happi-
ness. Anarchy and confusion are the severest forms of 
tyranny. Freedom, the most precious inherit'tnce of 
nations, is itself chiefly valuable because it gives the 
onl! true security to persons and property; security in 
actiOn and repose, security in the exet·cise of industry 
and in the cnjeyme~t of its fruits, security alike f1•om t~ 
t })e &bfi~. 8ec. :44, 
I l 
oppl·cs:-ion of a rule1· aud the :mno) a nee of au evil-di:.-
poscd neighbour, security in th~.! expression of opinion 
and in the conscientious discharge of the duties of reli-
gion. This is the true union of Principatus ac Libe?·-
tas;* the freedom of the people united with the just 
authority of the government; public order and tran-
quilty made consistent with the supremacy of Jaw; the 
golden medium between two extremes, (res dissociabiles) 
in which Aristotle supposed all virtue to consist, and 
which the philosophical histo1·ian Tacitus, contempJa-
ted as the supreme and ultimate perfection of all gov-
ernments. 
Of all salutary laws, none act with mort: direct and 
intense effect on the mass of a nation, than the tenure 
by which lands are held in a country. ·when the Ply-
month colonist wrote to his "loving cousin" in England, 
in 1621, one year only after the landing of the first pil-
grims; Hwee are all free-holders, the rent-day doth not 
trouble vs ;"t he had begun to feel stirring in his breast 
the free, manly, independent, enterprising spirit, which 
has, at all times and in all countries, animated the breasts 
of those who have been owners of the soil, which they 
have themselves cultivated. What encouragement is 
given to industry and enterprise, by the reflection habit-
ually recurring to the cultivators of the soil, that their 
property belongs to them in absolute right, that it is held 
at the pleasure of no Superior, and that the smallest 
fraction of it cannot be taken fl'Otn them without thei1· 
consent? 
Est aliquid quoc11nque loco, quocunque recessu, 
U.n.i11s sese dominum fecisse lnccrue.-Juvenal, Sat. 111. 230. 
How much ~nergy, and how many virtues, has this sin-
~le feeling imparted to the nations whose happy institu-
• Tacitm' J,if~ ef :\gricola. c. !1. + 1 Hanrd's Hist. C'oll. 1211 
' 
lions have permitted them to feel its st1·engthening au<l 
elevating influence? How opposite to this, is the condi 
tion of things under the restraining, suspicious and with-
ering influence of a despotism? In almost all ages an<l 
countries, the private individual has been nothing and 
the government every thing. Vattel, though a compar-
atively late writer, refers to it as a thing remarkable, that 
in England, "mere citizens are seen to form considerable 
enterprises, in order to promote the glory and wel-
fare of the nation."* What would this respectable wri-
ter have said of the case of Robert Morris, who. in a 
great revolutionary crisis, sustained the weight of a fall-
en national credit by the strength of his owl'l arm; or of 
Stephen Girard, the benefactor of one of the largest 
States, and two of the largest cities of this Union, and the 
founder of a college with an endowment which kings 
might envy and might not rintl.t And how many men 
of like spirit with Morris and Girard, must hereafter 
spring up in every country, which may be blessed with 
free institutions and a general diffusion of knowledge. 
A high standard of public and private morals, and the 
general prevalence of sound religious principles and feel-
ings, are among the most effectual of the causes which 
contribute to the welfare of nations. The relation which 
connects man with his Maker, is as much superior to all 
other relations which can be sustained by us, as the Al-
mighty himself is superior to all the works of his hands. 
As it furnishes the purest and most sublime of all the 
sources of human contemplation; so it is the most fruit-
ful in the consequences to which it gives rise. A suita-
ble, i. c. a supreme regat·d to it, is equally our highest 
duty and our highest privilege. It can never be neg-
lected, much less despised, without entailing conse-
~ Lnw of Natiollll, B. I. Ch. u. p. 63. i Se,e ~fr. Cir;ud's Will, pp. 9-2 . 
queuces ou those who may venture to ueglect and disre-
gard its claims, which they will in vain hope to escape. 
There is, moreover, no principle known to us, so fruit-
ful in the choicest moral influences, as this supt•eme rela-
tion which connects us with the Almighty. No man 
who disregards the duties of this pat•amount relation, 
wiil be likely to have much regard to the claims of any 
other. It is a fact sustained by the history of our entire 
race; the historical records of evet·y age and nation bear 
witness, that the prevalence of sound moral principles 
and the observance of moral obligations, has depended, 
more than on any thing else, on a general and well settled 
belief in the existence and attributes of a supreme Di-
vinity and Governot• of the universe. He who has ct·ea-
ted the earth, and enriched it with every product suited 
to the convenience and comfort of the nations which in-
habit it, is not an unconcerned spectator of their con-
duct. We can rnake no mistake so great, as to suppose 
it a matter of indifference, whether individuals or na-
tions acknowledge, and suitably fulfil the duties which 
spring from their relation to God. • 'All nations before 
him are as nothing, and are counted as the small dust of 
the balance."* The Lord is high above all nations, and 
his glory above the heavens. t He shall judge among 
the nations, and the nations shall bless themselves in him; 
and in him shall they glory.t His kingdom is an ever-
lasting kiugdom, and his dominion endureth throughout 
all gcnet·ations. ~ He (the Lord) is wise in heart and 
mighty in strength: who hath hardened himself ag:;inst 
him and prospered:n 
Accordingly this dominion of the Almighty over. the 
nations of the cfu'tll, 11as been recognised and ackuo,,v_ 
• r,aiah xr .. 15, 11. t Psalul, CXIIJ. ·1. ~ Isaiah, II. 4.-Jcrenu~h. n·. 2. 
<> P•~lm, r:u.,· . 13. Joh. n:. 1 
' 
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I edged by the wisest statesmen of all ages and countries.* 
Nor has this recognition of an over-ruling Providence in 
the affairs of nations, been confined to those who have 
been enlightened by the knowledge of divine revelation. 
The Romans were not blessed with revelation, hut in 
the best times of that celebrated people, its mQst distin-
guished citizens did not neglect to be guided by the 
light and to listen to the admonitions of the "law of God 
written in their hearts ;"t and their case verifies the as-
sertion of St. Paul, that all men are without excuse for 
not knowing God, since his existence and attributes are 
clearly seen and understood by the things that arc made.t 
Cicero says, "However much we may be disposed to ex-
alt our advantages, it is nevertheless certain, that we 
have been surpassed in population by the Spaniards; in 
physical force by the Gauls, in shrewdness and cunning 
by Carthage, in the fine arts by Greece, and in mere na-
tive talent by some of our Italian fellow-countrymen; but 
in the single point of attention to religion, we have ex-
ceeded other nations, and it is by the favourable influ-
ence of this circumstance upon the character of the peo-
ple, that I account for our success in acquiring the poli-
tical and military ascendancy that we now enjoy through-
out the world.''~ And who can hesitate, when he ex-
amines the Roman writers, to believe with CiceJ•o, that 
this was the chief source of lhose commanding c1ualities, 
which gave to that renowned p.:ople, the high distinc-
tion which they attained among the nations of the earth. U 
•see Note D. tRomaos n. 16. tRomans I. 20. §Quoted by A. H. Everett. 
11'fhis is well illustrated io North American Re,·iew for July, 1834, pp. 57-
68. See also, Juvenal. Snt. VIII. 'l'bere is oo summary of sentiments 3ppro-
priote to a republican superior to tbat which is contained in thi~ satirc.-Sat. x. 
especially I. 356-366.-Sat. xiv.-Pcrsius Sat. m. especiolly J. 35-43.-
Sat. ''· Jn this beautiful satire, the author after rendering acknowledgments, 
in the mo~t affectionnhl terms, to his in,truclcr Cnrnutu<, exphin•. in "MI. :t,. 
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It cannot be difficult to understand the resulting con-
<;equences, which could not fail to be produced, by the 
moral causes which I have enumerated, upon the nation 
blessed with their happy influences. Who, for instance, 
can set bounds to the prosperity of a nation composed of 
perfectly righteous individuals,-a nation in which every 
man would fully discharge his duty? The wisest of the 
land would be sent to its National Senate,-this Senate 
itself would be a conclave of sages,-for no unworthy 
motives would influence the election of its members,-no 
expectation of favour, no apprehension of displeasure, 
would warp a vote;-detw· digniori would be the un-
compromising maxim, in the choice of the man to whom 
the property, the liberty, the honour, the morals and the 
religion of the country were to be consigned, and whose 
solemn charge it would thenceforth become, to see, that 
in none of these great interests, the commonwealth should 
receive detriment at his hands. PolitiC-ians who would 
circumvent God, would subside into plain men who 
would fear him. Faction would be at an end, and the 
public weal would never be put in danger, for the pur· 
pose of embarrassing a rival, nor would principles be 
sacrificed under party struggles for vlace and power. 
New laws would be made, and old laws would be repeal-
ed or amended; for these, circumstances might require; 
still all this would be done with caution, as it would be 
remembered how much more easy it is to discover the 
mischief which an existing law does, than the mischief 
which it prevents,-that in the application of a system 
natnro of truo liberty consists, and eloquently illustrates the doctrine of tho Sto-
ics, (placitum Stoicorum) that tho wise man alone is a ftee mao. '!'here is a 
striking resenablanco botween tbie po.·itioo, nod St. Paul's doctrine; whosoever 
committetb sin is the servant of sin.-See Romans, vi. 1•, 16, 17. But 110• 
questionabl)', Cicero's treatise De Officii$, is the most valuable legacy which 
fhr :rneients have len us on the &llhjeet of morals. 
I 
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or principle, the most sagacious reasoner may overlook 
some element in the calculation, which may be fatal to 
the success of his measures, however weJl intended,-
that in the actual business of life, too much allowance can-
not well be made for unforeseen impediments,-and that 
the gravest authority of his time in England,(LQrd Straf-
ford) declared, "how advised we ought to be of any 
innovation, considering that inconveniences are rathet• 
found by experience than fot·eseen by judgement." De-
bates, indeed, in such an assembly, might be dull; for 
sneers and sarcasms at the antiquated notions, stupid 
prejudices and ecclesiastical bigotry of by-gone gen-
erations, would probably be suppressed by one thank-
ful recollection,-- "sic fortis Et1·uria crevit." Suclt 
a Senate, too, would have the cordial confidence and 
support of the country ; because, however they might 
err, they w~uld be known to act from public spirit and 
in singleness of heart, as sitting under the eye of the 
Governor of all things. With what promptness, more-
over, would their laws be executed, appealing to a peo-
ple united in their favour as one man. The chief ener-
gies and resources of most nations have been expended 
in exhausting wars; but such a nation could not be much 
exposed to these most destructive of national calamities, 
since it would be protected by the twofold panoply of 
strength in itself, and universal justice pr·actised to-
wards all other nations. Above all, every individual 
being secured in his pe1•son, his estate, and his good 
name, prepared by an extensive and skilful education 
fot• a wide sphere of useful labour and honourable enter· 
pt·ise-, imer. tbatTassed by unwise restrictions, and stimu-
lated by the energies which freedom and knowledge are 
accustomed to impart;-in such a state of society, ana~ 
tion might be expected to furnish an example of «tren~lh..: 
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l)f ortlcv, et' Pemmu, and happiness, sue11 as has been 
:->een in no age and in no <'ountry.* 
II. I may well be apprehensive, that this review of 
the moral causes essential to the welfare of nations, as 
brief as it has been, has proved tedious and uninteres-
ting, and it would have been an unjustifiable trespass on 
your time and attention, had it not been for the most 
valuable practical conclusion to which it has conducted 
me. It is chiefly for the sake of this conclusion, leading 
itself to important consequences, that I have ventured to 
make so large demands on your patiencP.and indulgence. 
The conclusion to which I refer, and which I consider a 
law of society verified and sustained by the history of 
mankind is this:-Those nations which have been best 
educated, which have been the most moral and the most 
religious; that is, those which have been most distin-
guished for the gt·eat virtues of industry, temperance, 
moderation, moral courage, prudence, justice, benevo-
lence, enterpt·isc, foresight and good faith; whose mem-
bers have habituall} regulated their tempers and disci-
plin~d their passions; whose energies, physical, moral 
and mtellectual, have been guided by virtue and know-
ledge, have always possessed an immense superiority in 
numbers, wealth, powct·, reputation and infiuence, ovei' 
those who have lived in disregard of these virtues; 
:n~uch more over those who have practised the opposite 
Vl~es. Moreove.r, the nations who most habitually and 
l.tmversally practtse these virtues, must eventually ex-
~el'mi~ate all those (unless they change) by whom they 
-are <llSl'egarded and despised. t 
'" 1\Iuch of this paragraph is token from the London Quarterly Review for 
.i11ny, 1830, PP· 190, 191, which by abridgment and otherwise, the author has 
adopted to the parposo of his argument. 
t Bishop Butler has touched on the arguD'lent, that "reason and virtue have a 




The truth of' this inductive conclusion, so far as re-
gards individuals, is recognised by Holy Writ,-* and 
must be familiar to every man of ordinary observation 
and experience. We are habitual witnesses of the silent, 
but never ceasing influence of the principle among those 
who surround us. The indolent, the neglectful• more es-
pecially, the unprincipled and profligate, disappear one 
after another, and theirplacesare supplied by the moral, 
the religious, the active and the enterprising. Nations 
are much further removed from our view than individ-
uals; neither themselves, nor their destinies, nor the 
causes which accomplish their destinies, are subject to 
our direct observation and experience; we can see them 
only as they come before us in the light of history;-and 
this conclusion, therefore, in respect to them, may re· 
quire confirmation. 
It was the superior knowledge, courage, skill, and 
other peculiar virtues which the great crisis required, 
that qualified the ancient Greeks to withstand and suc-
cessfully repulse the armies of Xerxes, of which the great 
Roman satirist has said;-
Credimus altos 
Defecisse amnes, epotllque Rumina :\fcdo 
Prandente Ju~. Sat. 10. 176. 
The example of the Romans is still more suited to the 
purpose of my argument. This wonderful people, which 
that any writer bas, before him, exp:mded and illustrated the argument. See 
Bishop Butler's Works, pp. 93-99, Lonllon, 1928. M. Arago, the great French 
asuooomer, said, at the late great Edinburgh dinner,-"h is the men of study 
and thought, who in the long run govern the world. The grnndest moral truths 
epring from their discoveries; it is their writings which render those truths fruitful, 
which popularize them, which make them penctrnte the nlin<lH of the people at 
large, and impress upon tbem an indelible character of rectitude. Tho Apirit of 
union among men of science, is the certain presage of the union of nations."-
National Gazette, Stb Nov. 1984. Sec also Heeren's Politics of Ancient Greece, 
prel:min:uy remarks, in which the reasoning appenrA to the nuthor to be un~atis­
!actory.-*Ex. xx. 12.-Ps. 1.-Ps. xxxYJI. 10. 34. 38, &c.· -ProY. :'\', 25.-
P~. CXLJ, 10.-Ps. CXLV. 20.-Pro''· n. 22.- \'. 22. 
have left traces of themselves, that must make knowu 
their renown to a11 coming generations, acquired their 
supremacy over the nations of the earth by their virtues, 
and lost it by their vices. We might be further instruc-
ted on this part of the subject, from the resources of an-
cient history ; but modern history is still more rich in 
illustrations of a kind fitted to establish my position. 
In the splendid career of discovery and colonization, 
which commenced in the 15th century, and has not yet 
reached its consummation, nations far advanced in civil-
ization, in the arts and sciences, in knowledge generally, 
and above all, possessed of the true religion, and the vir-
tues which are its offspring, were brought into direct in-
tercourse with numerous tribes and nations, most of them 
having scarcely the first traces of civilization and know-
ledge, destitute of the arts and sciences, and all of them 
degraded by the vices and superstitions of heathenism. 
T he Portuguese, Spaniards, English, French and Dutch, 
took a greater or less part in this career of discovery;-it 
was begun by the Portuguese on the coast of Africa; it 
soon reached the Cape of Good Hope; thence was not 
long in extending itself to India; and was eventually 
crowned with the discovery of this continent, the exis-
tence of which had been hitherto unknown and scarcely 
suspected. Colonization followed naturally in the train 
of discovery. T he results of' an intercourse thus sud-
denly opened between two classes of natious ; the one 
civilized, literary, scientific, moral and religious; the 
other, exemplifying all the stages of advancement from 
the lowest savagism to semi-bat·barism, are equally stri-
king and instructive. The entire subject is worthy of 
the most full and philosophical investigation. AU the 
preceding histot•y of our race, does n~t present a field so 
f.'tvonrahle fot· tracing the effects of moral causes on the 
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destiny of nations. Do not these 1·esults furnish convin-
cing, nay, overwhelming evidence of the truth of the 
conclusion which I have attempted to establish and illus-
trate, that the welfare of nations is chiefly affected by 
education, literature, science. morals, government, and 
religion, rather than by climate, soil, situation.-mode of 
living, and other physical circumstances and causes, as 
powerful as these may be. A brief summary of these 
results, must put this point in a very clear light. 
The Portuguese discoveries on the coast of Africa, re-
sulted not only in colonization, but in a traffic in the per-
sons of the natives, in which aU the other commercial 
nations soon came to participate, which subsisted more 
than three centuries and a half, and which has been con-
demned, only within a very few years, by the concurring 
voice of all Christian nations. In Eastern India, the 
.Portuguese, the Dutch and the French, acquired domin-
ions, of which they have been successively dispossessed 
by the English, who have acquired the sovereignty of 
countries fruitful in the richest productions, and contain-
ing more than a hundred miJJions of inhabitants. The 
circumstances and results of the Spanish colonization of 
this continent, may well be referred to, in illustt•ating 
the dl'ects of moral causes on the prosperity of nations. 
The Spaniards were brought into intercourse not merely 
with savage tribes, but with the great and partially ci-
vilized Empires of Mexico and Peru. Still the result 
was the same;-they all submitted to the arts, the know-
ledge, the chivalry of Spain, or were exterminated.* 
But beyond question, the most instructive instance of co-
lonization on record, as we11 as the most magnificent in 
• See an Annivemary diseourso before tho Philosophical Society of South 
Carolina, by J. R. Poinsett, Esq. full of valuable information, drawn from the 
personal experience and researches of the aceompli~hed author. 
its result:;, is the settlcll\cut of the 1n•esent United Stat~ 
by the English. I trust I may dwell on this instance for 
a moment, for the purpose of particular illustration. 
At the beginning, the English colonists, few and fee-
ble, took up theil• residence in the midst of st1·ong and 
warlike tribes of Indians, purchasing and cultivating the 
lands which the native proprietors were content to relin-
quish. The motives of the Indians in thus easily admit-
ting the colonists among them, seem to have been, to pro-
cure with more readiness the articles of traffic which 
their wants required, and the aid of the strangers in the 
wars, which they almost perpetually waged with each 
other. The game of their broad forests, and the fish of 
their noble rivers, might still continue to furnish them-
selves with the same subsistence as heretofore; why might 
not the strangers, so superior to themselves in arts, in 
knowledge and in arms, be permitted to settle among 
them ? What possible objection could occur to their pur-
chase of lands, of which they (the Indians) had enough, 
and which were to them without use and without value ? 
Unalloyed benefits alone, (in their view) could be antici-
pated from the residence of the strangers as their neigh-
bours. All the arrangements, all the prospects were 
mutually satisfactory. All the facts of the settlement, 
especially all the written documents of the times, very 
distinctly shew the original expectation of the Indian 
and European races to have been, that as neighbours, 
they should live by the side of each other in the exer-
cise of the offices of peace, friendship and good neigh-
bourhood.* It was probably a long time, before it oc-
•see Williamson's Historyofl\Ioine, vol. 11. pp. 93, 113, 114, 117.-Belk-
nnp's llistory of New Hnmpsllire, vol. 1. pp. IG. 64 289. This last refers to 
an Indian deed, in which four Sagamores say, "we nre inclined to have tho 
Engli~h inhabit among~t us, as they are amongst our countrymen in the Massachu-
•eu~· B~y; by which m.-ans we hOJIO in time to hi' ~trengtbened again•t our cne-
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ctn·red to either party, that they could not always con-
tinue to occupy the same country, side by side; and half 
a. century appears to ha·ve passed away, before the con-
viction became general, that the one race must, in the 
natural course of things, e\•cntually exterminate the oth-
er. In such a state of opinion and feeling, \Vat'S of ex-
termination could not fail to be waged. Under these cir-
cumstances, moreover, it is not very important to ascer-
tain, who were the aggressors;-thc contest, ( certamen,. 
?.tter esset, non uter impemret) was inevitable. 
A suitable regard fer historical tt•uth requit·cs me to 
say, that the policy of the United States, both when 
colonies and since their independence, has been conser-
vative of the Indian race. The difference between our 
colonial policy and feelings towards the Indians, and the 
Roman policy towards the barbarous nations which hovcv· 
ed on the borders of the Empire, amounts to a contt•ast as 
striking as it is complete.* One of the principal objects 
of the English in settling this countr~-, was, to Christian-
ize the natives; many and persevering endeavours were 
used to accomplish this obJect; these endeavours were not 
without fruit; many of the Indians wet·e in fact convet·trd 
my the Tareteens. Likewise being persuaded, that it will be for tht.> good of 11<, 
and our posterity, with n universal consent of our subjects,'' &r.. See, also, 
Gordon'~ History ofPcunsylvnniu, pp. 75, 76, 77; where \Villium Penndl!clarc~ 
the land which ho bud purchased, "to be thenceforth common to both people;" 
nod ~;ays, that "in cnse of dispute" arising between the two peop!e, they ~hould 
be adju~ted by a jury composed of equal numbtN of r ndians and Engli<hmeu." 
• 'l'ucitus, nfier relating that more than sixty thousand of tho Germans wcro 
~lain by the bandd of each other, in the presence of the Roman army, says,-
Jllaneat, qu~:eso, duretque gentibus, si non amor 11ostri,at ctrte odium sui; 
quat~do tlrgentibub imJ>trii /(dis, nihil jam prastare fortuna majus pot est, 
quam hostium diuordiam. De J'!Jor. Germ. C. 33.-SeeN. American Review, 
for April, 1827, PJl· 365-442; where in au instructi,·o article ~scribed to Secrctnry 
Cas.•, the conduct of the United States toward~ the Indians is earnestly and sue• 
cc:;•fully viodicatccl,-also, the Report of tlte Committee on Indian .\flair<, [I I. 
t;,·crett,chairroan] to L'. ~· liouscofRepresentati\'es, 20th .\Ia~. l~:l•. ~nij. ••I~ 
ilar r<'port of 21th feb. 1880. )Jr. Jldl, of'l'cnn<:"'""• ( 'h~\nn~" 
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to the Christian faith. The most sincere and earnest 
efforts were made to prevent them from destroying each 
other by wars, and to introduce among them the arts and 
comforts of civilization and peace. Provision was made 
for their education in schools, and in the earliest colleges 
which were established in the country. One of the 
present colleges (Dartmouth) of New-England,was estab-
lished principally to educate Indian youths.* At the 
beginning of the revolutionary war, they were earnestly 
exhorted by the U. States to remain neutral during the 
contest. t The same ft•iendly and conservative policy to-
wards the Indians, has beel) preserved,since the indepen-
dence of the United St;ttes. The colonial regulations for 
this purpose, have been enlarged in number,and strength-
ened in efficiency. Still, after all this, and much more, 
the Indian nations have wasted away, not by an i'rrever-
sible decree of the Almighty, but by a law of human 
society, equally uncontrollable and irresistible. The case 
of the Indians is a particular instance of the general 
principle, that educated, virtuous, industrious, enterpri-
sing, moral and religious nations, must eventually, in the 
order of Providence, destroy all other nations with whit-h 
they arc brought into intercourse, which are uncultivated 
by knowledge and degraded by vice and superstition. 
It is to no purpose to complain of the injustice of the 
Europeans, and the severe lot of the Indians ; their ex-
termination (unless they change) is inevitable, and cannot 
be long delayed ;-we may compassionate their situation, 
we may in some measure relieve their distresses ; it is our 
imperative duty to do this, but we cannot change the law 
of human society, which must eventually destr·oy them. 
"'·1 Wheaton's Reports, pp. 520. 522. 524.1>35. 536. tSee public journals of 
Congress for 13th July, 1775. See nlso,JouTnal~ for Sd December, 1777,-Slst 
July, 1781. This last refers to tbe payment, by Congress, of tbe expenses of 
'hrPP 1 nrli11n vouths, then in n course of education at Princeton College. • 
' 
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III. It still remains to advert to the prospects and re-
sults, which, the conclusion I have attempted to establish 
and illustrate, may authorize us to expect and anticipate. 
"If we could look into the future," says an eloquent 
writer, "the past would probably lose much of its itl}por-
tance in our eyes; and our curiosity would be much 
more strongly excited, to ascertain the state of the world 
a thousand years hence, than its state a thousaml years 
ago. But this power is denied us ; and to form an esti-
mate of the character and capabilities of mankind more 
comprehensive than the experience of a single generation 
can afford, we must apply to the retrospect of the past."·* I 
may add, that whenitis said,"it is not given to man to know 
the future;" the assertion must be received with some 
qualification. By a careful retrospect of the past, we 
may obtain the principles \>y which events are regulated, 
and by applying the principles thus obtained to the ex-
isting state of things and events, we come in some mea-
sure to anticipate the future. The husbandman looks 
with confidence to the future, fol' the former and the 
latter rain, and for a continuance of the seasons of seed 
time and harvest. Sagacious statesmen have sometimes 
anticipated the course of events tor a long term. of years .;-
By observing the laws which regulate the motwns of th.e 
heavenly bodies, and applying the transcendental analys1s 
to them, astronomers have made themselvts acquainted 
with the condition of the heavens for a thousand years to 
come; and the formula may yet be integrated, which 
will show at one view the past, prt-sent, and future state 
• See JJib. of Eat. Knowledge, Pompeii, ,·ol. 1. p. 2. 
t See Life and works of Fisher Amos, p. xvii.-Prior's Lifo of Burke, vol. 
J, pp. 264. 265. 407.-Vol. u. pp. 24, 40, .2~0.-:-Webster's ~pceches, Bos-
ton, 1830. p. 378.-Sir Isaac Newton's untrcrpatlo~ of the drsc~vcry of the 
composition of water, and of tht~ strnctttre of the dramond nrc strll more n'-
l'llntl;able. 
~f tbc:;~la•· system.-_, And, says Dr Abercrombie, :.:there 
is a uniformity in moral phenomena, which, though it may 
he aRccrtained with greater difiiculty than the order of 
natural phenomena, we calculate upon with similar confi-
<lence when it has been nscertained.:'t · \V c are not, 
then~ entirely without a knowledge of the future, if we 
arc willing to use the means necessary to attain it ; and 
guided by the conclusion which I have attempted on this 
occasion to establish, we may anticipate several results in 
the futu•·e history of the world, of no ordinary interest. 
The ag•·icultural, commercial and manufacturing na-
tions, mu~<t eventually in their growth, dispossess and 
exterminate all the nations which lead the hunting and 
nomadic modes of life. Also, the semi-bn.rbat·ous nations 
of the earth, must eventually waste away and be destroy-
ed by the more cultivated nations, or at least submit 
themselves to their dominion; unless they change their 
habits, and adopt the arts, the knowledge, the morals, 
and the religion which have rendered other nations so su-
llerior to them. To pur~<ue agriculture, commerce, and 
the arts and sciences successfplly~ nations must have ac-
quired a taste for settled residences, and must feel a wil-
lingness to submit to the restraints of right reason, and the 
control oflaw. Noris it sufficient that they have become 
.stationary in their abodes; \vealth must have been accumu-
lated, the means of subsistence must have become certain 
~nd easy, internal and international intercout'Se, both for 
traffic and for personal improvement must have become 
;familiar, the art~ and seiences must have become flourish-
jog, before th<! people can have become much improved 
'in undeJ'Standing. refined in manners, softened by the 
practice of the mild, and invigorated by the practice of 
the manly virtues, or exalted by the love of well regu-





latcd freedom, and pure religious principles. These 
qualities are the essential elements of national prosperity; 
they neither accompany the hunting tribes in their ro-
vings, nor are they found in the hut of the :fisherman,nor 
in the tents of the Nomades of the desert. Saxages,bar· 
barians, and the half civilized must change.. their habits, 
or give way before the enterprise, the spirit, the energies 
of the nations whose characteristics I have delineated. 
But we are not left to abstract argument on this subject. 
The Indian huntsman and fisherman of the American fo-
rests have vanished, ot• are still vanishing, before English-
men and their descendants on this side of the Atlantic. 
The half civilized inhabitants of Mexico and Peru, arc 
disappearing in the same manner, or are becoming incor-
pot-ated with,or assimilated to, their Spanish conquerors. 
It is not more than a century, since the immense Russian 
Empire emerged from a state of comparative barbarism, 
impelled to such a change by a conviction that the supe-
rior power and influence of its neighbours, had been ac-
quired by their superior civilization and knowledge.-
Within the present century, the Turkish Sultan has 
evinced an anxiety to int1·oduce. into his dominions, the 
arts and sciences of Christian Europe, apparently con-
vinced that his Empire must decline and fall, unless it is 
saved by introducing the moral elements of national pros-
perity, which give strength and energy to the nations by 
which he is surrounded. To the same end. the Pacha of 
Egypt has manifested still stronger anxiety to avail him-
self of European improvements. *He has sent numbers of 
Egyptian youths to receive a European education, and 
has established, and is supporting at g•·cat expense, an 
institution in which professors are employed, to instruct 
the yonth of the country in all the various arts, sciences, 
~ee note C., at tho G!Jd. 
and employments known in Europe. But the 'British 
power acquired, and successfully perpetuated over the 
numerous semi-civilized milJions of Eastern India, is the 
most signal proof which could l>e urged, of the suprema-
cy which must eventually belong to intelligence, morals, 
and the Christian religion. 
Again, universal education, the cultivation of the arts, 
sciences, and literature, the universal practice of the great 
virtues which bless society, adorn human nature, and ex-
alt mankind, the preservation of civil and religious free-
dom and of peace, the securing of a just administration of 
government, and of the purest moral and religious senti-
ments, constitute equaJJy the highest duty and the high-
est interest of all the nations of the earth. Still, nations 
have been very slow to understand, that either their chief 
duties or their chief interests have lain in this direction. 
The most cultivated nations have been but very partially 
educated.* In every nation the number of persons with-
out education, has been very great. In no nation have 
the arts, literature, and the sciences, been known to 
more than a very few. Immense multitudes, have,in ev-
ery age, passed through life, degraded by vices of every 
name, and pro:ftigacy of every description. Compara-
tively few men, have been examples of the great and shi-
ning virtues. Civil f1•eedom has been confined to a few 
ages, and a few countries, and religious freedom is almost 
the growth of the times in which we ourselves have lived. 
How few countries have been blest with a just constitu-
tion of government, and with an equal administration of 
• 1\fr. Bulwer in his France Pol. Lit. and Social, says, "in France, there is 
not more than one per1:1on in three who can read nnd write. But in England and 
\Vales, taken upon an avernge,wotind out of 14,000,000 nearly 7,000,000,thntis, 
nearly one in every two, who receive education." Quoted in Walsh's National 
Gazette, 6th Nov. 1834. See also, 1\fr. S•dlivan's discourse before the Ameri-
can Institute, at Boston, 22d August, 1888; note. 
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wise .and salutary laws. With what diftlculty has the cause 
of pure morals, and undefiled religion always sustained 
itself in the world? The vindictive passions of men have 
reigned with unrelenting sway, and thus far in the histo-
ry of the world, men have used their greatest endeavors, 
and have exercised their highest abilities i~ contriving 
the means of destroying each other.'~· Their choicest 
houoUI'S, also, have been reserved for those who have 
proved themselves the most successful destroyet'S of man, 
and the g•·eatest devastators of his labours. 
Moreover, the divine assurance, that Christicmity, 
shall, in the end, universally prevail, and subject to its 
influence all the nations of the earth, t is confirmed by 
the course of argument which has been pursued ; and if 
we had no such divine assurance, would be the necessary 
result of this argument. Not that the divine assurances 
need to be sustained by the arguments and confirmations 
of men, (God will accomplish his purposes and who shall 
hinder him?) but as there have always been men, who 
have assumed to be wise above what is written, who have 
placed more dependence on human reasonings than on 
divine assurances, who have been \villing to weigh the 
doctrines of Scripture in the balance of their own un-
derstandings, and to test its declarations respecting future 
events by the measure of their own experience, an at-
tempt to confirm the promised universal prevalence of 
• It has been ealcu\ated in tbe Paris Quotidienne, that tbe Fren'lh revolution 
from 1789 to 1816, eost a loss in lives, of 26,70,9,139 men, slniu in battle, kill-
ed in popolar tul'llults, or exeeuted.-(National Ga%ette, 2Sd Dee. I8SO.) 
It was the same in ancient times. Cicero speaks thus;-Eal liber Dicmarehi 
de interitu hominum, Peripatetici magni et eopioai; qui, eollecti1 ceteris 
causu, elu11ionis, pestilenti<t, ,astitatu, bellt~arum etiam repmtina mt~l­
titudinu, quarum impetu doeet quadam h&ninum genera esse eomtmlta; 
deinde eo1nparat, quanto plt~res deleti Bint honines homimtm impetu, itl 
eat, bellis m&t seditionibus, quam omni reliqua ealamitatc. De O.flicii8 , 
Lib n. c. 5. t llfat. xxvur. 19. 20.-Rcrel. XI. 16.- xn·. 6. 7. 
Chri:)tianity by a1·gument, may be justifiable and useful. 
Christianity enjoins the conscientious practice of every 
virtue which can elevate and adorn the human charac-
ter, and fit men for action in the widest sphere, and un-
der the influence of the noblest principles. She enjoins, 
under pain of the everlasting displeasure of the Almigh-
ty, purity of person and mind, the most impartial justice 
towards all men, sympathy and good will coextensive with 
human wants and human suffering, industry, the strictest 
integrity ,and the firmest control over those passions, which 
are accustomed so much to disturb the peace of society, 
and destroy the happiness of mankind. Chr istianit)', I 
say, m~joins all these virtues, and many more ;-but in 
using this term, I do her injustice,-she requi1·es the ha-
bitual practice of all these virtues, as the only satisfacto-
ry evidence which she admits, of a title to the rewards 
held out by her, in prospect, to her disciples. ''The tree 
is known by its fl'uit,"-such is the severe and uncompro-
mising test which she imposes on the sincerity of all those 
who embrace her cause. If, then, there is any truth in 
the course of reasoning which I have advanced.-Christi-
anity, purifying and elevating as she is, in her spirit and 
effects, holding no compromise with vice, and aiming at 
the highest good of mankind, must, in the end, prevail 
universally among all the nations of the earth.* 
• We may nrrive nt tho same rc~ult instill another way ;-From very eatly 
times, so far ns we enn trnco any thing in the records of history, the number of 
men who have lived and acted upon sound moral and religious principles, hns 
been slowly, but continually increasing. This number must continue to increase 
from age to age; because, all tho causes which have produced tba pnst and pre-
sent number of such men, must still continue to produce the same result. 'l'hese 
morn) causes, also, hn,,o n tendency to become continually more strong and ef-
ficacious. The impediments, moreover, which have hitherto obstructed their 
operation, must bo diminished, as Jaw nttd public order pre,·ail more generally. 
A~ the causes, then, increase in strcngthnnd efficicncy,and the obstructions regu-
larly diminish , the I'RcNq must incrcn~o in a multiplied proportion : «nd, thlf<>, 
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The regard which every good man and sincere patriot 
entertains for his country, resembles in no small degree, 
the strong and peculiar feeling which he has towards a 
parent, venerable alike for his years and his virtues.'* I t 
is natural and reasonable, then, guided by the principle 
which I have been pursuing, to form anticipation::. of the 
destiny of our own country. For all the vurposes of my 
argument, the people of the United States may be regard-
ed as a branch of the British nation. W e arc British iu 
our original, in our literature, in our law, in our fashion~~ 
jn our habits of feeling, and modes of thinking and living, 
substantially so in our government, and entirely so in our 
religion. We live under similar physical and moml in-
lluences with the people of Great Britain; these influences 
have given us the virtues which have made the British 
name renowned in the remotest corners of the earth. A 
slight reference to some past facts in our history, will in-
dicate what we may reasonably expect in futtll '<'. 
The people of the United States, have, since the estab-
lishment of their independence, been b1·ought into ri' at-
ship \Vith the British, on their eastern and northc1·n line. 
and with the French and Spaniards on their southern and 
south-western frontiers. The result is instructive. On 
the British frontier, where we h:tvc been met by British 
morals, skill and enterprise, we have not gained a single 
foot of ground, though the wm· of 1812 gaH us the best 
possible opportunity of so doing: "hilc on the other side, 
even in times of unbroken peace, we have obtained Louisi-
ana. and Florida, territories as extensive as the ori~inal U. 
Statc!i. No small portion of the population of Texas is un-
~cripture, reason and analogy combine in the assurance, tbnt Christiunity will 
ultimately pn•,·nil among all nations. 
• l'ttlritt commtmis est omnium11ostrum parens. Cicero i1~ CatiliMtt.l , 
'· 7. Again, cari sunt pare11tc.~. cari libcri, 1~~"0Jliii1JIIi, [tlmilian<; .<trl om 
lll'.•omniumraritntc.•patriatmrt rnmple:r(lr.•l. itlrm. /lr n{T f.i!, t r li 
1'} 
dcJ~tood to ue of Amet·ican origin ; and this fine CC'untl'y 
is rapidly filling up withAmerir.an emigrants. If the M~x­
icans do not cease from their state of anarchy, and ex-
change their career ofpe1•petual r evolution for the arts of 
peace, and a settled order of things, it is not difficult to 
foresee what the event must ue. The Anglo-Americans 
then, must eventua1Jy inhabit nearlv all North America. 
Moreover, if we look towards the ~xtensive and fruitful 
l'egions of British India, and Austral Asia, we shaH be 
further instructed, what anticipations we are to form, of 
the countries her~fter to be inhabited by the descendants 
of Englishmen, and of the extension of the English lan-
guage, with all the int!!llectual and moral treasures which 
it has accumulated, by having been made, for a long series 
of ~ges, the conservative vehicle and depositary of the 
busmess, the amusements, the reflections,and the research-
e.s of a natio~ so ~rofound, so energetic, and so enterpri-
smg, as the mhallltants of the British Islands. 
In conclusion, I may permit myself to advert to the 
doctrine which represents a1J lhose who are devoted to 
~he intellectual, .moral, and more especially the religious 
Interests of manlnn<l. as unproductive labourers, burthens 
on society, consuming much and producing no~hing,mere 
fruges conswnere nati, participating in the benefit<> of 
society without making any corresponding return. This 
doctl'ine i::; part of a system, whose object it is, to de~rade 
human natut·e, which represents the body to be essen-
tially the man, and the gt·atification of the appetites and 
passion~ to be the great purpose of human existence. It 
is part of a system which contemplates man as connected 
with no su periot• powcr,-which rcpr·csents this life as the 
ouly stage of human t'Xistcnce, and of consequence. ex-
eludes fJ·om all considemtion, the re,vards and punish-
ments of an hereaft('J'. I t is pm't of a system which attempts 
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to exclude an over-ruling Providence ft•om the lllli,·ers:, 
and by confounding right and wrong, merit and demerit 
in human actions, to spread an Egyptian darkness over 
the entire region of morals. Moreovet·, it is part of a 
system, which, during the last half century, has shaken 
society with convulsions before unknown, and bas u.t·ou~ht 
disgrace almost indelible, on the great cause of h·~e m-
stitutions. Under its blighting influence, human v1rtues 
have been few and of dwarfish gt·owth, while it has been 
prolific of enormous crimes. Finally, it is part of a sys-
tem which undermining the foundations and overthro\v-
' ' . tl ing the pillars of social order, as well as .de.stro~'m? · 1c 
principles of individual virtue, cherishes m1ts d1~C1ples, 
arrogance and insolence of teiPper, a restless passiOn f?t' 
change, impatience of subordination, ~omplacen~y lll 
their own superior wisdom ; and a va.m pr~tens~o? of 
emancipating mankind, from the restt•amts ~{a rehgwn, 
the only effectual curb upon the "unruly ":1l~s and P.as-
sions of men·"-from the restraints of a rehgton, wlnch 
cherishes hu~ility untainted by meanness. dignity un· 
stained by pride, contentment with the. allotment~ of 
Providence, passions pure and calm. hab•.tual. scremty; 
which, moreover, imparts power-ful consolatiOn m sorr~w, 
unshaken fortitude amid the changes and per~urbatw.ns 
of human affairs, and the full enjoyment ?f hfe. undiS-
turbed by the dread of dissolution, or the chstressmg ap-
prehensions of an hereafter. . . , 
I have thus, gentlemen, in the mtdst of umrm h:alth. 
and under the pressure of many cares, much l>nsm~ss, 
and severe domestic af:Tliction, performed the duty whiC~l 
ur favorable regard assigned to me. I am well pet·-
yo ded of the importance of the subject which I have till-
sua · n 
dcrtaken to tr·eat ;-it seemed ~o me; th~t the m ~tenet 
of moral causes on the prospenly ot uattous. rt'qm red.-a 
J() 
lMr<: full <levelopement than it has hither to received, at 
the hands of any writer. I t has been accomplished in a 
manner little satisfactory to myself, and I have much 
reason to fea,·, that I may have been still less succes.c;ful in 
satisfying your expectations. But at the "unanimous 
ca11 of the Graduates of the College,': I could not permit 
myself, f1·om personal inconvenience, to decline any labor b~ which they supposed I might be useful . T o he; 
ahve your interest in this infant institution,. to hail it 
with the voice of encouragement amidst the difliculties 
and discouragements which beset its way to enlarged 
usef~lness and distinction, and to cherish and strengthen 
the fraternal regard, which you have contracted fo1' each 
other in the labours, employments and successes of a 
common and most interesting pursuit, I understand to be 
amon.g the mor(' prominent objects for which you have 
assoctated. As the first anniversary orator of the So-
ciety, however, I am not insensible of the peculiar re-
sponsibility which 1 have incurred. Perhaps, I ought, 
also, to be apprehensive lest the willingness I have mani-
fested to perform the appointed service, may be more 
than compensated by the imperfections which the execu-
tion may betray, and by the faulty example I may have 
set, to those who may succeed me in the similai· appoint-
ments hereaftet• to be made. I commend my imperfect 
.effort to be useful to you, to yom· candour and indulgence. 
N 0 'i' E S . 
tA..-p. 9.) 
'!'be author presumes that some farther details on thi.i subject wjll be interesting. 
In 1647, the Legislature of Massachusetts further enacted, that, "everytowne-
ship having fifty bows-holders, shall forthwith appointe one within theire towM, 
to teach all such children as shall resorte to him, to rend and write;-and that ev-
ery towne having one hondred families or bows holders, shall sctt up a gram~nar 
schoole, where youths may be fitted for tho university. "-.llm1als of Education, 
for Oc't, 1833, p. 484. A free school "for the teaching and nurturing of 
youth," was established in Boston in 1635. This wus within five yea~ fr~DI 
tho first sculement of the peninsula of Boston, when the rudest wnnu of Its In-
habitants were yet very inperfectly satk!fied. 'l'his first dchool intended for uni-
versal education, appears to havo been established under tho auspic;es of JoHN 
'VJN'I'HROP, the first governor oft he colony, and was tho foundation of the free 
schools, and of the popular education of New England. The Mn<:<achusetts' act 
of 1647, must have also spoken the sentiments of New Hampshire at that time. 
since from l 641 to 1680, that colony was united with l\[nssachusctt~. In the ce-
loniallaws of New Haven, published in 1656, it is ordered that the magistrates 
shall have a vigilant eye from time to time, that all parents and lll3liter.~endeavor, 
that all their children and apprentices may obtain nt least ~o much education, as 
to be able to read the scriptores, and other good book• in the Engli.<h lnnguage.-
Pitkin's Kut. of U. States, vol. 1, p. 152. In 1663, "it was proposed by 
the General Court of Plymouth,to the several township3 within their jurisdiction, 
as a thing meriting their serious consideration, that some course may be taken, 
that in every town there may be a ~chool-master set up to train children to rending 
and writ.iug."-~f~Us. Hist. Col. 2d series, ool. •lth, p. 79. And in 1677, tho 
General Court of the same colony ,made the -.a me enactment with the previous ono 
of .:lfassachusetts, (1647) respecting grammar schools, declaring YCry truly, that 
"tho maintenance of good literature doth lend to the adYancoment of the weal 
aud flourishing state of societiCltand republics."-ldem, p. 83. Tho celebrated 
Dr. Co~ TON 1\IATB£11, in making known tho re:~sons why the settlement of N. 
England was undertaken, says, 5. "The schools of learning and religion (in En-
gland),are so corrupted, as (besides the insupportablo charge of education) most 
children, oven the best, wittiest, and of the fairest hopes, aro perverted, corrupted 
and utt~rly overthrown, by the multitude of evil e.~amples, and licentious beha-
viours in theseseminaries."-Magtta/ia Christi .llme,·icana, v. l,p. 65, edition 
1820. And it may be weU to observe, as the fuct may not bo known to all the 
author's readers, that in early colonial times, it was not without example to send 
young men from England, to be educated at Harvard college, see Pierce's 
Hist. of Harvard University, p. 8. which, as a place of education, must havo 
bad similar attractions with Marseilles in the time of Agricoh, as being "lotun ... 
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Urtutl comitate et prouiJ1cirtfi prtr.,imollia mi;tum, ac bene COIIIJlositwn.'' 
'l'acitus' Life of .llgt·icola, r. 4. ln 1710, and 1712, the legislature of South 
(;arolina passed acts for c.tabli~hing a free school in Charlc>1on, for the use, as the 
title says, of the inhabitants of the State. 'l'he act of 1712 occupies eight folio 
pages, anti contains 'l':uious pro,·isioni;-thc master was required to understand 
tho Latin and Greek languages; be was to have a salary of .£100 per annum; 
:tDd also to enjoy all the 1) Is and bwldiog3 appropriated to the uso of the 
school;-was to have a...«.~istao. , &c. "As a further encouragement for the in-
structing of the youtb of the province in useful and ncces3ary learning,'' the 
same act, (sec. :ni.) appropriates .£10 per annum, to be paid in quarterly pay-
ments, from the public treasury, to every school-master who might settle him-
self in any parish of the province. Also, each parish wa.~ authorized to draw, 
from the same ~ource, .£12, toward~ building a school-house in each of tho 
parishes of the province.-See Trott's Laws of S. Carolina, pp. 168, 222.-
nnd Ramsay's Hist. of S. Carolina, vol. II. p. 354. 'l'bese acts are highly 
honourable to our ancestors;-they were passed twenty years before they bad 
the convenience of a common nowspnper.-Manttscript letter of Benjamitt 
Elliott, Esq. to the author, 26th July, 1834. It appears, that no legal en-
couragement was given to elementary education in Virginia during its colonial 
state, as wu tbu c:~se in this, and in the Northern colonies.-See ./Jmeritan 
Quarterly Register, vol. v. p. 3.U. Indeed, sixty-four years after the firs~ 
settlement of Virginia, Sir \Villiaro Berkley, Governor of the province, wrote to 
England thus;-" I thank God, that there are no free-schools uor printing press-
es here; and I hope we shall not have them here tbPse hundred years; for learn-
ing hath brought disobedience and heresy and sects into the world, :t~~d printing 
hath divulged them in libels against the best governments. ''-Idem . ..,. 7. p. 146. 
It is not known to thcantbor, that the salutary tendency of education, has 
ever been questioned in this country, from any respectable quarter;-it was, 
therefore, with considerable surprise, that he observed this tendency seriously 
dra\vn in question in the late debate on priron discipline, (Jane 20, 1834,) in 
tho British House of Lords. In this debate, Lord Wharnclille stnted it as hi'l 
opinion, that the moral effect of popular education, had beeo unfavourablo in 
every country, and in support of this opinion, be referred to tho report of tho 
French Commissioners on the state of education in the t'nitcd States. He said, 
these Commissioners declared it to be the result of their enquiry, that the wore 
knowledge was diffust>d, the more crime was increased. In thi~ opinion, he wa.' 
enrnestly opposed by I.ord Chancellor Brougham, who argued, that tho conclu_-
sion of the French Commissioners, nlthough propo~ed in dogmatical terms, was 
entitled to no weight. lie said, "the tendency of knowledge,-that is, its ulti-
mate tendency, was, to improve the habits of the people, to better their princi-
ples, and to amend all that constituted their character. Principles aod feelin"s 
combined, he said, made up what is called human character. And that the tc~­
dency of knowledge w33 to amend this character by the operation of knowl-
edge, and in proportion to its diffitsion, there could be no doubt. Its tendency 
was to increase habits of reflection, to enlarge the mind, and render it more c;t-
pable of receiving pleusurnblo inipressions froro, and taking an interest in, rout, 
( 
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1 urs of other thnn rocro sensual gratification. 'l'bis proccs~ operates likewise ou 
the feelings, and nece.;sarily tends to impro\ c th·· ·lt·w rter and conduct of the 
individual, to increase prudential habits, uud.tn cn!li.\atc, in their purest fonu, 
the feelings and affections of the hean." 'l'be dutin<:dohate will richly repay a 
pemsal.-See .National Gazette, 19th and 2.hl Jlug. 1S34. It uppeal'!l. to 
tho author, that the truth on this subject, "as wdl.j)Xp~ed at the late meetmg 
of the British A><'<Ociation for the nd,·ancerntnt of tJeDco nt Edinburgh: to wit, 
"That education is not always a ~ullicient guanltl -:til\\inst t~e commission of 
crime, but is a mighty instrument for eithllf gu d or t1 ., according as it is di-
rected; and that the gt·eat objeCt of education ought to be the cultivation of t.he 
moral feeling$."-.1\~at. Ga::. ·lth .\'"()1). IS~. 1\ lb.t 1erthe author has s:ud, 
in this Oration, of knowledge as an element of. tllltioli:ll prosperity, has rested 
on the as3umption, that it is accompanied aoddire tcd1 ' ;;ound moral principle. 
(8.-p. !'r.) 
It was the author's original intention, to have re~iewcd somewhat extensively 
the opinions both of ancient and modern philosophers und statesmen, in rPgo.rd 
to the intervention of an o\·er-rnling Providence, in the aff.'lirs of men. Finding, 
however, that he is in some danger of publishing a volume, when he intended to 
publish a small pamphlet only, he nbstains. Ho takes leave, however, to refer 
his readers to a sermon preached by him, before the Con,·ention of the Protest-
tan! Epi~copal Church of the diocC:!O of South-Carolina, 2d edition; notes E. &. I. 
pp. 85. 58, where the sentiments of the Congre!IS of the United States on this 
subject, may, to some extent, be seeo. And if tho reader, guided by the referen-
ces there given, will resort to the documents contained in tho jonmals of Con-
gress, he will find much that is ''alunble. 
(4::.-p. 29.) 
'!'be following slatements'made by Sir ALEXANDER JOHiSSTONl:,in an Ad-
dress to the Aeiatic Society, in England, are so valuable in themselves, and so 
illustrative of the author's argument. that he has thought it right to reprint them. 
" The Pacha of Egypt, one of our honourarJ members, a chief of a clear and 
vigorous mind, observing the advantages which European States have derived from 
a similar policy, ha~ publicly encouraged the introduction into Egypt, of all those 
arts and sciences, which are calculated to improve the unden.tandiog of the peo-
ple, to mitigate the effects of their religions feelings, ond to secure the stability 
of tho local government. 
"He has assimilated his army, and hi~ navy to those of Europe, and subjected 
them to European di<cipline; he hu formed corp~ of artillery and cnginecn;, on 
European principles; he has attached regular bands of military mu~ic to each of 
his regiments, with Enropean instructono, who teach tl.c Arab musicians, accord-
ing to the European notes of music, to plr.y on European instruments the march-
es, and airs of England, France and Gerutany ;-a short distance from Cairo, he 
has established a permanent military hospital, and placed it Utltler European sur-
geons, and the santo rules as prc1·ail in the best regulated hospitals !n Europe . 
nnd be has formed a 6Chool of medicine and anatomy, in which not only botany, 
mineralogy, and chemistry nre taught, but human bodies arc publicly di~~ected 
.. 
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by ~tudeut<> who profess the Mohammedan religaon, and who are publicly rc• 
worded in the heart of n great !Uohammcdan populntion, according to the skill 
:~nd the knowledge which eltcy diaplty in their different dissections. At Alexcm· 
drin he has estnblishecl11 llllval scboo , in which tho Mohammedan studeniA are 
nstructed in the several l.ranthbii of g• omctry, trigonometry, mechanics, and :1~­
tronomy, connected with oa~:ll-wch ecture and the science of n:.vigation ; and 
a dock yard, under the coa ~ and Sllpcrintendance of an European naval archi-
tet\t,distinguisbed for h culel~ aml his sldll, in which, besides frigates, and other 
vessel~ of smaller dimon•aone, four shiJM of the line, three carrying 110 guns, up-
on two decks, and one of 139 gtml, have been recently built: he bas opened tho 
Old Port, which was fonnerly ilhat araiost them, to all Christian ve~;:;els. lie 
bas encouraged the fom lion of ;regular insurance offices; and authorized Christian 
merchants to acquire a p.-operty in lands, houses. and gardens. He hns employed 
an English civil engineer of great eminence, on a very libcrnl salary, to improve 
nil the canols in the country, "nd the course of tho Nile. He is about to con-
struct carriage roads from Alexandria to Cairo, and from Alexandrin to Roseun 
and Damiettn; and M. Abro, tho cousin of his minister, is about to establish on 
them public stage coaches, built on a model of one sentto him by a coach-maker 
from this country ; he bas introduced steamboats, which nnvigate the Nile ; and 
steam engines, which are used for cleansing and deepening the bed of that river, 
and for various other public works. He has patronized the employment, by Mr. 
Bl<IOGs, of two Englishmen, taken for the purpose from this country, in boring 
for water in diflerent parts of the desert; and he has discovered, through their 
operation, some very fme water in the desert between Cairo and Suoz. He has 
encouraged tho growth of cotton, indigo and opinm; and tho former of these pro-
ductions is now a great article of trnde between Egypt :.nd England, J:'rance and 
Germany. He has established schools in the co•ntry, for the instruction of nil 
orders of his people, in reading, '''Titing, and arithmetic ; he has sent, at great 
expense to himself, young men, both of the higher and lower ranks of society ,to 
England and France, for the purpose of acquiring useful knowledge; those of the 
higher rartk, in those branches of science and literature whic~ are connected with 
their service in the army, the navy, and the higher departments of government; 
those of the lower, in those mechanical arts which ore more immedintely connect-
ed \Yith their employment as artisans and manufacturers He has con~"titutcd a 
pnblic assembly at Carro, consisting of a considemble number of well informed 
}JOrsons, who hold regular sittings for forty days in each year, and pt1blicly disco•>~ 
for his information, the interests and wants of hi$ different provinces. He pat-
ronizes the publication of a weekly newspaper in Arabic and ·rurl<ish, for tho 
instruction of his people. And, finnlly, he protecl~ all Christian merchants, who 
are settled in his country, not only in time of peace, but also in time of war; and 
afforded the Christian merchants, who were settled at Alexandria and nt Cai·ro, n 
memorable instance of his determination to adhrro under all circumstance~ 
to this policy, by informing them, ns soon as ho had receh·cd intelligence oft hi' 
battle of Navarino, that their pcr.;ons and their propl)rty shnnld rontinnf' a• "''t'III"P 
a• if no such event hnd oc~'nrrNI. ·• 
